
Just over a year ago, 10,000 meters up, an idea popped in Ronald Bownes’ head. By the time his flight was disembarking, 
Ronald’s papers were dense with scribbled notes detailing his idea of how to solve unemployment – an idea called 
dreamXchange. 
 
Although his revelation was sudden, much had been leading up to this point. For 10 years Ronald Bownes has been the 
director of the non-profit DreamWorker, which has facilitated over 5 million days of work. But even in DreamWorker’s 
glory there are limitations; their impact is exclusive to the Western Cape and they rely on formal employment (and there 
aren’t enough jobs).  
 
Months before Ronald’s Eureka moment, a woman had entered the DreamWorker offices looking for domestic work. She 
was caring for 4 children; two of her own and two of her late sister. She was known for delicious home cooking in her 
community but her oven had recently broken and she needed work to sustain her family.  The poor are the most 
disempowered. This woman didn’t need a domestic job, she already had a job. She needed someone to donate an oven. 
 
That moment was part of a seed that blossomed into a philosophy of empowering small-scale and informal self-
employment as a solution to our unemployment crisis. DreamXchange is a web portal that aims to be synonymous with 
opportunity access, by centralising the source of opportunities for work, training and equipment donations into one portal.  
 
“We call it self-employment because we want people to view themselves and their services as their business, to which they 
freelance their skills to different people in the week. It’s about legitimising work labelled as ‘informal’ and urging people to 
feel proud of the contributions they make in society”, says office manager Robyn.  



 
There are no portals that help people on the low-end of the economic spectrum network or connect to opportunity. In this 
regard, the value of informal workers can at times be delegitimised. The dreamXchange portal will take connection 
opportunities a step further by electronically matching the skills and work experience of people on the system to 
opportunities that are offered by people. 
 
While opportunity access is centralised on the dreamXchange portal, offering opportunity is decentralised. DreamXchange 
wants to step away from the formal sector as the sole source of work and training opportunity by enlisting the everyday 
person as providers of opportunity. “If you have the means, hire a domestic worker once a week, or a gardener, au pair etc. 
If you have a skill, offer free training to a person, pay it forward and pass it on, exchange it. Have old tools or a sewing 
machine? Donate it”. 
 
All of this, the decentralising of opportunity and the legitimising of informal and small-scale self-employment encapsulates 
a broader philosophy called a peoples’ economy. At its core it compels mass participation by asking people to contribute to 
each other’s financial prosperity, a ‘no man left behind’ scenario’. A peoples’ economy is a vision for enacting change in 
South Africa, and dreamXchange views its portal as a space for this vision to come alive, where new social contracts are 
forged between people. 
 
DreamXchange is a social good, it’s about participation not competition, and in a society plagued by racial and class 
segregation they believe competition can sometimes fragment people further. Exchanging opportunity on dreamXchange is 
an exercise in trust, something they believe is vital for South Africa’s progression.  
 
Although this idea sparked 10,000 meters in the air, its focus is grassroots and it’s vision people-centred. DreamXchange is 
currently piloting in the Western Cape and is seeking investment to spread nationally.  
 


